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Sony PlayStation 4 Deals PlayStation 4 Slim 1TB ConsolePlayStation 4 Console - 1TB... Newest flagship Sony to play... Newest flagship Sony to play... Sony's PlayStation 4 console is available in a smaller version of the 'PS4 Slim'. But even though it was a design upgrade, it's still a fantastic console – and we say that knowing carefully what premium
capabilities of the PS4 Pro 4K is available and the upcoming launch of the PS5 has to offer. As well as reducing size, the PS4 Slim model knocks the price from the original PS4 too. That means you get a nicer console for less. Of course there are compromises – no 4K resolution and no optical audio output – but if you can work within these limits, the
PlayStation 4 Slim offers a lot of bang for your money. The compact size of the console makes the PS4 Slim more s chamberd in most rooms, and as an added bonus it's quieter and uses less power than the original PlayStation 4. If you need another reason to buy it, can you get that white iceberg in Europe and Asia.With all these positives and one or two
negatives in mind, should the original PS4 owners upgrade? Or should PlayStation 4 recruits choose this over PS4 Pro? We'll try to answer some of these questions here. We also know the PS5 specifications will offer a massive leap in power over both consoles of the current generation – which is the smart option to save if you really want future proof for
years to come of PlayStation games. It will be backward compatible with PS4 games, too. Let's not forget Microsoft too: Xbox One S is pping the ante by adding a 4K Blu-ray player, upscaling 4K and HDR to xbox one. Also at the premium end of the market is the Xbox One X, plus an Xbox Series X on the way - and those after a more lucrative console might
want to consider the Nintendo Switch as well. The Xbox S series, also launched this year, will be priced at the lower end. Update: Expect to see the PS4 stock classification during Black Friday 2020 cyber Monday 2020, as the launch of the PS5 leads to Sony clearing decks. Want to know how the console stacks up against the PS4 Pro? Check out our PS4
Pro vs PS4 SlimLook guide looking for the perfect headset to enhance your gaming experience? These are the best PS4 headphones for price comparison purposes, you can pick up the PS4 Slim for £299.95/$299.99/AU$449 or so for a 1TB box (the 500GB edition still rotates in different places for a little less). Keep in mind that game packages are always
offered as well - if you need something to sweeten the deal, try to get a game or two included. It's also worth considering the brilliant library of PS4 games, with excellent exclusive titles such as God of War and Spider-Man that made PCs and Xbox One owners green with envy. All current PS4 games work on PS4 Slim, and so every PS4 game is released in
the future too – there is no PS4 Pro exclusive. Competitive or collaborative online multiplayer game for those who want it, and a choice of three free games each month as well. Still not convinced if the PlayStation 4 Slim is the console for you? Continue reading for more detailed thoughts. Sony PS4 (Slim): Quick questions answered What is the difference
between PS4 Slim and PS4 Pro? PS4 Slim is actually a leaner, cheaper version and better visibility of the original PS4. Conversely, the PS4 Pro is newer, more premium and can play games in 4KIf you want to dig deeper into the differences between the two PS4 consoles, then check out our head-to-head guide: PS4 Pro vs PS4: What's the difference? Is
PS4 Slimmer Better Than PS4 Pro? When it comes to specs, no. This PS4 Pro is an excellent console. It offers you 'true' 4K gaming, which is difficult to reach on other devices without compromising. It is also clumsier on the outside and on the inside of the GPU is much faster, and although the processor is architecturally similar it has been clocked at a
higher speed. But that doesn't necessarily mean you have to buy one. The PS4 Pro is better for those who want a high-quality gaming experience and have a 4K TV. If you don't have a 4K TV or money to save, PS4 Slim might be better for you. Can you play Portnait on PS4 Slim? yes, you can. Fortnite Space is available free of charge for most major
consoles and mobile devices. Is PS4 Slim 4K? No, it's not. You won't get a 4K with PS4 Slim, if you're interested in 4K gaming and a 4K Blu-ray player you'll need to set your sights on the PS4 Pro instead. PS4 Slim: DesignCast your brain back when the original PlayStation 4 hit the scene, and you can remember that its unconventional shape attracted quite
a bit of attention when it was first unveiled. First held in 2016, the skinny PS4 maintained the central visual identity of the first PlayStation 4, but made the equivalent package even more compact, smoothing out some of the edges. The first PlayStation 4 measured 27.5 x 30 x 5.3 cm, while the latest PS4 Slim cuts that up to 26.5 x 26.5 x 3.8 cm, roughly a third
smaller. The total weight is relatively lighter too. Image credit: PS4's first glossy, matte plastic TechRadar, but the PS4 Slim extends the black finish slows down throughout the console. The top-mounted colored light bar indicator -- showing sleep, wake-up, and shutdown states -- drops in favor of small bright spots above the power button (which is actually
harder to see, so take care before you disconnect the unit). As before, the disk drive slot is a forward-facing event, over small power buttons, and equip. More recent PS4 fixes also introduced physical buttons in the console, but the PS4 launch release preferred touch-sensitive controls instead. Two USB ports sit in front of a PlayStation 4 Slim, as happened
to be on previous PS4 models, but are now much farther apart and slightly easier to connect. Image credit: TechRadar is both 500GB and 1TB versions of Decks are available, though the first is much rarer. If you choose less than 2, your hard drive may fill up surprisingly quickly with the console's reliance on necessary game installations, but fortunately it's
fairly easy to upgrade your internal hard drive or install games to an external hard drive. In the back is the power plug jack (no external electrical brick required), HDMI port, PlayStation camera expansion port (essential for PlayStation VR) and Ethernet network jack jack jack. The only major casualty of the slimmed-down design is the Optical Out port in the
back: HDMI will suit the needs of many gamers for carrying audio signals, but the Optical Out port will be missed by those connecting older home theater receivers, or a paired gaming headset. Image credit: TechRadar PS4 Slim has plenty of nice design touches dotted around its chassis though. The PlayStation brand's iconic Square, Triangle, Circle and
Cross icons are embedded on the console side (with the circuit acting as a fixture for those looking to withstand an upright console with a base accessory). The same symbols are also located glued to the bottom, acting like feet to lift the machine from the surface for improved airflow. Overall, this design is well regarded and considerably justifies the street
name for its baskets. PS4 Slim: SetupSetting the Thin PlayStation 4 is very easy – especially if you're upgrading from the original PS4 (or even PS3), because you can use all those cables so there's no need to stretch behind your TV. Simply plug in the included HDMI and power cables and connect to the Internet to download the various console repairs and
updates. Alternatively, you can skip Wi-Fi or Ethernet altogether and just jump in the game. Unlike xbox one, you can get to the home screen without first connecting to the Internet and fixing first. After you connect to the Internet, you'll need to allow the PS4 update to make purchases from the Store or play online. Since the first PlayStation, Sony home
consoles have led the charge when it comes to media playback support. PS One made for a great CD player, PS2 was the first DVD player of many gamers, and PS3 introduced a Blu-ray deck and USB playback. PS4, while not introducing its own new format, picked up the baton passed by PS3, offering extensive support for streaming service, Blu-ray and
DVD playback, USB media functionality and even knocking out the ingress with its own Spotify player. It has been carried over ps4 Slim.What PS4 Slim does not do, however, it does offer an answer to the Xbox One S's 4K Blu-ray Player, instead of sticking with PS4's original Blu-ray HD HD player. It's still a strong deck, but anyone looking to show off their
4K TVs with the new PS4 will be disappointed (and it's absent especially the PS4 Pro too). You could argue that with streaming increasingly used to watch media content, it's not a desperately necessary feature, If it keeps the total cost down. But it will age the PS4 console baskets, preventing it from being fully proven in the future. What is perhaps more
annoying is the complete removal of the optical audio jack, which can cause headaches for those with older AV equipment. However, one upgrade that applies to any PS4s range, PS4 Slim included, is HDR support. This adds greater detail to light sources in the image, and is pretty much a staple of TV tech these days. All other streaming services and apps
featured in PS4 return to PS4 Slim, including (but not exclusively) Netflix and Amazon Prime Video, as well as BBC iPlayer and TV from Sky in the UK, and HBO Go and Hulu in the US. Sony's movie rental platform is also available if you're looking for the latest Hollywood releases. YouTube is here as well as streaming game Twitch, and a Spotify Connect
version that supports a popular music streaming service, allowing you to control tunes on your phone from the comfort of your phone. Phone.
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